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Abstract 
 
 

In this paper we investigate the forecasting performance of the non-linear time series 

SETAR model by using Canadian GDP data from 1965 to 2000. Besides the with-in-

sample fit, the forecasting performance of a standard linear ARIMA model for the same 

sample has also been generated for comparative purposes. Two forecasting methods, 1-

step-ahead and multi-step-ahead forecasting are compared for each type of model.   
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I. Introduction 

 
In recent years, more and more attention has been given to modelling and forecasting the 

non-linearity in various macroeconomic series, such as GDP and the unemployment rate. 

A number of models have been applied, such as the GARCH, ARIMA, some regime-

switching models (the threshold and Markov switching autoregressive models) and so on. 

Among them, the non-linear regime-switching models are comparatively more popular. 

However, from the forecasting point of view, there appears to be no clear conclusion as 

to whether allowing for non-linearity leads to an improvement in forecast performance 

(see, e.g., De Gooijer and Kumar, 1992). In this paper, we investigate the forecast 

performance of a nonlinear time series model, which has been proposed in the literature 

for modeling GDP, exchange rates, and other time series data – the Self-Exciting 

Threshold Autoregressive (SETAR) model. SETAR models have been employed to 

analyze U.S. GNP and U.K. GDP data, (see, e.g., Potter, 1995; Peel and Speight, 1995). 

However, no such attention has been paid to Canadian GDP data. In this paper, we 

suggest that Canadian expenditure based real GDP is generated by a nonlinear SETAR 

model. After fitting the preferred SETAR model to the data, we compare the forecast 

performance of this model with that of the linear ARIMA1 model, in order to judge the 

out-of-sample forecasting ability of the nonlinear SETAR model. 

 

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II briefly describes the 

nonlinear regime-switching SETAR model. Section III introduces the out-of-sample 

forecasting method that we use. Section IV shows the model selection process and the 

within sample fits of the SETAR model and the ARIMA model. Section V presents the 

out-of-sample forecasting performance of both models, and Section VI offers a summary 

of our findings. 

 

II. Model Description 

 
The idea of multi-regime forecasting models dates back at least to Bacon and Watts 

(1971). Tong (1978) initially proposed the Threshold Autoregressive (TAR) model, 

which assumes that the regime that occurs at time t can be determined by an observable 
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variable qt relative to a threshold value, which we denote as c. The SETAR model 

assumes that the threshold variable qt is chosen to be the lagged value of the time series 

itself. That is to say, if yt is the series being modeled, then qt = yt-d for a certain integer    

d > 0. Hence, the SETAR model is linear within a regime, but liable to move between 

regimes as the process crosses the threshold: see Tong (1990) and Hansen (1997, 2000). 

When there are only two regimes, and the process is a p-th order autoregression in each 

regime, we convey this information more briefly by writing SETAR (2; p; p), and 

algebraically: 

 

( ) [ ] ( ) [ ] tdtptptdtptptt cyIyycyIyyy εφφφφφφ +>++++≤+++= −−−−−− 2,12,12,01,11,11,0 LL      

                                                                                                     (1) 

where I [A] is an indicator function with I [A]=1 if the event A occurs and I [A]=0 

otherwise. In particular, in the 2-regime SETAR model, yt will be estimated within the 

first regime if the value of yt-d is smaller or equal to the threshold variable c, otherwise, yt 

will be estimated within the second regime. More compactly, this SETAR model can be 

rewritten as, 

 

                                       [ ] [ ] tttttt cyIxcyIxy εφφ +>+≤= −− 1
'
21

'
1                                    (2) 

where ( ) 2,1,,,, ,,1,0 =′= jjpjjj φφφφ L , and ( )′= −− pttt yyx ,,,1 1 L . Note that when the 

threshold variable c is fixed, the model is linear in the remaining parameters. Estimators 

of the parameters can be obtained easily by OLS if we can find the appropriate threshold 

variable c. In the context of the SETAR models we restrict the candidate threshold 

variable c to be the lagged endogenous variable yt-d for a positive integer d. The 

estimators of the nuisance parameters, namely the threshold value c and the lag-length d, 

can be determined by minimizing the residual variance, or optimizing some other such 

criterion, among a reasonable range of choices of c and d (say, c∈C and { }*,,1 dd L∈  

for some upper bound d*). The set of allowable threshold values, C, should be such that 

each regime contains enough observations for the estimator defined above to produce 

reliable estimates of the autoregressive parameters. A popular choice of C is to allow 

each regime to have at least a fraction π  of the observations, that is, 
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                                              ( )[ ]( ) ( )( )[ ]( ){ }111 −−− ≤≤= nn ycycC ππ                                          (3) 

 

A safe choice for this fraction appears to be 0.15 (Franses and van Dijk, 2000). For an 

optimization criterion we follow standard practice and use the Akaike Information 

Criterion (AIC). Then identification of the appropriate threshold variable c and lag order 

d can be chosen from the model that will minimize the AIC value. Tong (1990) defines 

the AIC for a 2-regime SETAR model as the sum of the AICs for the AR models in the 

two regimes, which is:  

 

                         ( ) ( ) ( )1212lnln, 21

2

22

2

1121 +++++=
∧∧

ppnnppAIC σσ  ,                           (4) 

where 
2

j

∧

σ , j= 1, 2, is the variance of the residuals in the j-th regime and in our case we set 

p1=p2=p.  

 

III. Methods for Out-of-Sample Forecasting 

 

The main purpose of this paper is to explore the out-of-sample forecast performance of 

the non-linear SETAR model when applied to Canadian real GDP data. SETAR models 

have been successfully used to forecast certain biological or physical processes, such as 

the Canadian lynx data and Wolf’s sunspot numbers (see Tong). They have also been 

applied to a number of economic and financial data. For example, Kräger and Kugler 

(1993), Peel and Speight (1994) and Chappell et al. (1996) apply such models to the 

foreign exchange market; Tiao and Tsay (1994) and Potter (1995) apply them to the US 

GNP data; and Montgomery, Zarnowitz et al. (1998) and Rothman (1998) apply them to 

unemployment rates.  

 

Computing point forecasts from non-linear models is much more complicated than from a 

linear model. The optimal one-step-ahead forecast could be denoted as: 
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                                                [ ] ( )φ;ˆ 11 ttttt xFyy =ΩΕ= ++                                                (5) 

 

where 1
ˆ +ty  is the forecast value for the time (t +1), and the Ωt  is the history of the time 

series up to and including the observation at time t. ( )jtxF φ;  is the non-linear function 

that represents the SETAR model in equation (1). 

 

When the forecast horizon is longer than one period, things become more complicated. 

The optimal 2-step-ahead forecast can be obtained as,  

 

                                          [ ] ( )[ ]tttttt xFEyy Ω=ΩΕ= +++ φ;ˆ 122
                                        (6) 

 

In general, the linear conditional expectation operator E can not be interchanged with the 

nonlinear operator F, that is, 

 

                  [ ] ( )[ ] [ ]( ) ( )φφφ ;ˆ;;ˆ
11122 tttttttttt yFyEFxFEyy +++++ =Ω≠Ω=ΩΕ=               (7) 

 

As a result, the general way of calculating the multi-step-ahead forecast is somewhat 

biased2.  The optimal h-step-ahead forecast is computed as (see, Franses and van Dijk, 

2000): 

 

                                             [ ] ( )φ;ˆ 1−+++ =ΩΕ= htthttht xFyy                                             (8) 

 

Notice that the difference between the 1-step-ahead forecast and the multi-step-forecast is 

that the first one is computed using all the original data, but the latter one is computed 

using not only the original data but also the forecast values of the previous h-1 periods.  

 

Several methods for multi-step-ahead forecasting have been developed in recent years. 

These include one suggested by Tong (1995), which is based on the Chapman-

Kolmogorov relation and requires computer-intensive sequences of numerical 

integration; a Monte Carlo method that is discussed by Tong (1995), Tiao and Tsay 
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(1994) and Clements and Smith (1997); and the Normal Forecast Error (NFE) method 

proposed by Al-Qassam and Lane (1989) and De Gooijer and De Bruin (1998). Lin and 

Granger (1994) have found that the Monte Carlo and bootstrap methods are 

comparatively favorable to the other methods. In our research, we have a total of 160 

observations and 5 observations are kept for the evaluation of out-of-sample forecasts. As 

a result, to employ the Monte Carlo or bootstrap methods for 5-step-ahead forecast is 

quite computer-intensive. Hence, we explore the forecasting ability of our nonlinear 

SETAR model by using the straightforward multi-step-ahead forecasts as well as the one-

step-ahead forecasts in terms of simply goodness of fit criteria, and a formal test 

proposed by Diebold and Mariano (1995). 

 

IV. Model Selection 

 

In this paper, we use quarterly Canadian real GDP data measured in 1992 constant prices 

from 1961Q1 to 2000Q4.  In order to identify the appropriate threshold variable and lag 

orders, we choose the model that minimizes the AIC value. Here, we are going to use the 

level series to fit in the model; the unit root has been neglected. The reason for this is that 

recent research suggests that unit root tests have low power in discriminating against 

trend stationary and other alternatives in typical macro-econometric contexts (Christiano 

and Eichenbaum, 1990; Sowell, 1992). In particular, the power of such tests can be 

dramatically diminished and a unit root mistakenly identified in the presence of threshold 

determined regime switching3. The data are seasonal unadjusted, and we use seasonal 

dummy variables to remove the seasonal effect from the data. The AIC results are shown 

in Table 1. 

 

Table 1: AIC values for SETAR models 

Threshold P 
Variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

yt-1 6268339 5802628 5674847 5420734 4608322 4531991 4614133 4716153 
yt-2 6439843 5669398 5715459 5182881 4630382 4346529 4781011 4811686 
yt-3 6277664 5760481 5711611 5403410 4659633 4517147 4716370 4688142 
yt-4 6525484 5958005 5900524 5499211 4794733 4574406 4847132 4728495 
yt-5 6671515 6041598 5997666 5511914 4583975 4701486 4907198 4965573 
yt-6 6446246 5877706 5828359 5582834 4651675 4493038 4715415 4712743 
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Applying the method of choosing a proper model by minimizing the AIC value, we find 

the most appropriate model in this case should be SETAR (2,6,6) with the threshold 

variable yt-2. In order to compare the non-linear SETAR model with a linear model, we 

choose the ARIMA model to fit the data. Considering the seasonal effects, we add 

seasonal autoregressive (AR) term and moving average (MA) terms to the model4. The 

same criteria for choosing the proper model still apply here, that is, the best ARIMA 

model should be the one that gives the smallest AIC value, provided that residuals are 

also free of any autocorrelation.  

 

The maximum lags in the AR and MA process were set to eight. The number of seasonal 

AR and seasonal MA terms ranged from one to. Table 2 shows the results for the 

ARIMA models. Hence, the ARIMA (5,0,3) with 2 seasonal AR factors and 2 seasonal 

MA factors is our preferred specification. 

 

Table 2: 10 smallest AIC values for ARIMA models 

RANK ARIMA specifics Seasonal AR term Seasonal MA term AIC 
1 ARIMA (5,0,3) SAR (2) SMA (2) 14.903 

2 ARIMA (2,0,4) SAR (1) SMA (1) 14.913 
3 ARIMA (6,0,7) SAR (1) SMA (1) 14.914 

4 ARIMA (4,0,4) SAR (2) SMA (2) 14.916 
5 ARIMA (5,0,1) SAR (3) SMA (3) 14.924 
6 ARIMA (5,0,1) SAR (1) SMA (1) 14.929 

7 ARIMA (7,0,4) SAR (2) SMA (2) 14.931 
8 ARIMA (3,0,4) SAR (1) SMA (1) 14.933 

9 ARIMA (6,0,0) SAR (1) SMA (1) 14.937 
10 ARIMA (3,0,3) SAR (1) SMA (1) 14.937 

 
*SAR and SMA stand for the seasonal AR and MA specification in SHAZAM 

 
 

The topic of interest here is how well the preferred SETAR model and the preferred 

ARIMA model fit the data and how well both models perform at forecasting. For this 

purpose, we use the mean absolute percentage error (MAPE): 

 

         MAPE = [ t

n

i
ttt yyyabsn )/)ˆ((/1

1
∑

=

− ]*100                               (9) 

where n is the number if forecast periods, and tŷ  is the forecast value for yt . 
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However, the choice of evaluation criteria is also very important in the sense that the 

forecast performance depends on them. As noted by Dacco and Satchell (1999), who 

demonstrate that even if time series are generated according to a regime-switching 

process, the MAPE of a linear model can be smaller than the MAPE of the true nonlinear 

model. An alternative way of evaluating the forecast performance is using the root mean 

square prediction error (RMSPE): 

 

         RMSPE = [ ] 100*/)ˆ(/1
2

1
ttt

n

i

yyyn −∑
=

                               (10) 

 

Table 3: The within-sample MAPE and RMSPE for the two models 

MAPE RMSPE
SETAR 0.8754 1.1084
ARIMA 0.9694 1.1914  

 

According to our results shown in the Table 3 above, the preferred SETAR model is 

better than the preferred ARIMA model over the sample period (n=155). Overall, the 

SETAR model gives better within-sample performance than the ARIMA model. Figure 1 

shows the percentage errors of the two models for every observation within the sample. 

The SETAR model tends to be relatively more stable than the ARIMA model, in the 

sense that the range of the percentage error for SETAR model is smaller than that of the 

ARIMA.  
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Figure 1: Two models’ within sample percentage error  
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V.  Out-of-sample forecasting performance  

 

1. The forecasting performance using the Multi-step-ahead method 

 

In this section, we check the out-of-sample forecast performance of the two models. 

Table 4 shows their out-of-sample forecast MAPE, RSMPE, and also the individual 

forecast percentage error using the multi-step-ahead forecasting procedure. That is, in 

periods 2 to 5, previous periods’ forecasts are used as part of the forecasting equation. 

Notice here that we are doing a non-adaptive scheme: over all the forecasting periods, we 

do not change the specification of the preferred model every time. 

 

Table 4: Forecast Percentage Error, MAPE and RSMPE using the multi-step-ahead 

Forecast Method 

  Forecast percentage error    

 1999Q4 2000Q1 2000Q2 2000Q3 2000Q4 MAPE* RMSPE* 

SETAR -0.087 -0.154 -1.114 -1.392 -0.447 0.6388 0.8258 

ARIMA -0.233 -0.501 -1.469 -1.847 -1.131 1.0362 1.4308 
 

* The MAPE and RMSPE are computed over the five forecasting periods, from 1999Q1-2000Q4 
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For each the five forecasting periods, both the SETAR and ARIMA models tend to 

under-forecast the original data, which may reflect the deterministic trend in the data. 

However, the MAPE and RMSPE forecasting criteria strongly support the SETAR 

model. For every forecasting period, we can see that the SETAR model dominates the 

ARIMA model in the respect of the forecast percentage errors.   

 

Figure 2 below gives us a very clear picture of this. It shows the multi-step-ahead 

forecasted values from both models compared with the original GDP series. Notice, that 

both models underestimate the data series. However, both models interpret the structure 

of the series quite well for the two turning points from the original series are well 

captured by the two forecasted series respectively. We can see that the forecasts of the 

SETAR model are always closer to our original data than that of the ARIMA model. 

 

Figure 2: Original GDP data and predicted value from SETAR and ARIMA model 

using the multi-step-ahead Forecast Method 
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Finally, we have used the “S-test” proposed by Diebold and Mariano (1995) to test the 

hypothesis that there is no difference between the forecast performances of the two 

models. The test statistic is: 

 









−= ∑
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where m is the number of the forecast periods; di = 1 if the squared prediction error for 

the SETAR model exceeds that for the ARIMA model, and is zero otherwise. Under the 

null hypothesis of equal performance, S is asymptotically standard normal. Using the 

information in Table 4, S = -2.2, so we conclude that the SETAR model out-performs the 

ARIMA model, at least at the 5% level of significance. 

 

2. The forecasting performance using the 1-period-ahead forecast method 

 

As we mentioned previously, the multi-step-ahead forecasts tends to give us biased 

prediction after the first forecasting period. One-step-ahead forecasting is different from 

multi-step-ahead forecasting in the way that it uses the actual data to predict for every 

forecasting period. Table 5 shows the forecast results for one-step-ahead recursive 

forecasting, so called because we re-estimate the model every time that we add one more 

period data in to the sample series. 

 

Table 5: Forecast Percentage Error for one-step-ahead Forecasts, MAPE and 

RSMPE 

Forecast percentage error 
  1999Q4 2000Q1 2000Q2 2000Q3 2000Q4 MAPE* RMSPE* 

SETAR -0.087 -0.055 -0.935 -0.207 1.277 0.5122 0.6495 

ARIMA -0.233 -0.079 -0.858 -0.277 1.111 0.5116 0.7154 
 
* The MAPE and RMSPE are computed over the five forecasting periods, from 1999Q1-2000Q4 
 

 

From the forecasting percentage errors, we can see that in the third and fifth forecasting 

periods, the ARIMA model is slightly better than the SETAR model. However, for the 

other three cases, the SETAR model is better. In addition, the forecast RMSPE of the 

SETAR model is 0.6495, and for the ARIMA model is 0.7154. However, the MAPE for 

the SETAR model is slightly worse than the ARIMA model. In this case the S-test of 

Diebold and Mariano is especially helpful. Using the information in Table 5 we obtain S 

= -0.447, and so there is no significant difference between the forecasting performances 

of the SETAR and ARIMA models. 
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Figure 3 demonstrates the five one-step-ahead forecasting values for both models, 

compared with the original GDP series. From this chart, we can clearly observe that the 

forecasted values of both models cross each other. Neither of them dominates the other. 

In contract with the multi-step-ahead forecasting method, which gives us 

underestimations in both cases, the results from the 1-step-ahead forecasting method here 

is: this one-step-ahead forecasting method are mixed. This may suggest that the 

autocorrelation between the forecasting periods may be smaller in this case than in the 

multi-step-ahead case. Both models capture the turning points in the data very well.  

 

Figure 3: Original GDP data and predicted value from the SETAR and the ARIMA 

model using 1-step-ahead Forecasting Method 
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Figure 4: The results between the 1-step-ahead and the multi-step-ahead forecasts 

using the SETAR model 
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Comparing the forecasting results of these two different forecasting methods in figure 4, 

we can see that the MAPE and RMSPE are all smaller than those of the multi-step-ahead 

forecast. It would be too premature to conclude that the 1-step-ahead forecast is better 

than the multi-step-ahead forecast. The reasons are as follows. First, the two forecasting 

results we have obtained are based on different data information. We have indicated 

before that for the 1-step-ahead forecast we are using the recursive scheme, which means 

that the sample size of the model is increasing every time, while in the multi-step-ahead 

forecast case we are always using the same sample size. Thus, in this sense the two 

forecasting methods are non-comparable because of the unequal data information. 

Second, in the real day life, the multi-step-ahead forecast may have a wider usage than 

that of the 1-step-ahead forecast because the second period forecasting using the 1-step-

ahead forecasting could be happen only when the first forecasting period has been 

realized. We know that especially for these macroeconomic data, we would like to 

predict several periods ahead, and not simply the next one period 
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Figure 5: Forecasting interval of the ARIMA model and the forecasted values from 

both models 
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Although it is quite complicated to get the forecasting interval for the SETAR model 

using both forecasting methods, we can pursue some of the information about the SETAR 

forecasting interval indirectly. Figure 5 describes the 95% forecasting interval of the 

ARMA model by using the 1-step-ahead forecasting method and also the locations of the 

forecasted values for both models using the same forecasting method. It is easy to see that 

the out-of-sample 1-step-ahead forecasting values of the SETAR model all locate within 

the one-step-ahead 95% confidence forecasting intervals of ARIMA model respectively. 

This indicates that the 95% confidence forecasting intervals of both models by using the 

1-step-ahead forecasting method overlap each other to some degree. Taking their 

standard deviation into the consideration, we could conclude that the forecasting intervals 

of the two models are not differently from each other. As a result, the 1-step-ahead 

forecasting performances of both models are not significantly different from each other.  

 

VI. Conclusions 

 

In this paper we consider the nonlinear features of Canadian real GDP data by using a 

SETAR model and we study the out-of-sample forecasting performance of this model by 

comparing it with a standard linear ARIMA model. Two forecast evaluation techniques 

are employed in this paper to compare the relative forecast performances of the two 
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models. These two forecasting methods are: the multi-step-ahead forecast and the 1-step-

ahead forecast. In the terms of the forecasting results under the two forecasting methods, 

both models appear to be satisfactory because the forecasting MAPEs and RSMPEs for 

both models are all under 2%. However, the SETAR model performs better than the 

ARIMA model not only with respect to within-sample fit, but also with respect to the out-

of-sample forecasting performance. As for the two forecasting methods we have applied 

in this paper, they both could give us good forecasting results, but in real life, the multi-

step-ahead forecasting tends to be more practical.  
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Footnotes: 

 

1 The usefulness of linear models is usually judged by their predictive ability, and 

such models are usually used as a benchmark for econometric models in forecast 

comparisons. However the choice of the ARIMA model here is somewhat 

arbitrary. 

2 For details, see Franses and van Dijk (2000). 

3 We considered both first differenced data and the original level data. We found 

that the SETAR model doesn’t fit the first differenced data very well and has very 

bad forecasting performance. Accordingly, the level of real GDP is used in our 

comparative analysis. 

4 The ARIMA model is estimated using the SHAZAM (1997) econometrics 

package. We also wrote a program in SHAZAM code to estimate our SETAR 

model. 

 

 

 


